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Abstract

B-spline surfaces have been widely used in aircraft design to represent different types of components in a uniform format. Unlike the visual trimming of B-spline surfaces, which hides unwanted portions in rendering, the geometric trimming approach provides a mathematically clean representation. This dissertation focuses on the geometric trimming of fuselage and wing components represented by B-spline surfaces.

To trim two intersecting surfaces requires finding their intersections effectively. Most of the existing algorithms focus on providing intersections suitable for rendering. In this dissertation, an intersection algorithm suitable for geometric trimming of B-spline surfaces is presented. The number of intersection points depends on the number of isoparametric curves selected, and thus is controllable and independent of the error bound of intersection points.

Trimming curves are classified and a new scheme for trimming by a closed trimming curve is provided to improve the accuracy. The surface trimmed by a closed trimming curve is subdivided into four patches and the trimming curve is converted into two open trimming curves. Two surface patches are created by knot insertion, which match the original surface exactly. The other two surface patches are trimmed by the converted open trimming curves. Factors affecting the trimming process are discussed and metrics are provided to measure trimming errors.
Exact trimming is precluded due to the high degree of intersections. The process may lead to significant deviation from the corresponding portion on the original surface. Optimizations are employed to minimize approximation errors and obtain higher accuracy. The hybrid Parallel Tempering and Simulated Annealing optimization method, which is an effective algorithm to overcome the slow convergence waiting dilemma and initial value sensitivity, is applied for the minimization of B-spline surface representation errors. The results confirm that trimming errors are successfully reduced.
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